
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, April 28 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

5 CAMLACHIE CHROME 2-1 

2 A B COLLINS 5-2 

10 FINAL JUSTICE 7-1 

8 DISMISSAL SLIP 8-1 

CAMLACHIE CHROME had post 10 the last time he raced here, left, and was used hard to the lead in 

:26.3. That was a pretty good effort and he gets a better post this time…A B COLLINS set the pace the 

last time he raced against this type here and was second best…FINAL JUSTICE comes off a solid second 

over the track…DISMISSAL SLIP hasn’t done much in his last 18 starts but picks up a good amateur driver 

and was overmatched in his last at Pocono.  

RACE 2 

6 TACTICAL APPROACH 8-5 

5 LITTLE EXPENSIVE 2-1 

7 ARI FERRARI J 5-2 

3 SQUARED AWAY 8-1 

TACTICAL APPROACH tuned up for his 3yo return with two solid qualifiers and the barn has been 

hot…LITTLE EXPENSIVE won the first two starts of his career over this track showing some promise and 

qualified back well…ARI FERRARI J won a stakes race at Lexington last year and returns for a barn that 

excels off layoffs....SQUARED AWAY won the last three starts of his 2yo season; faces faster here but 

could keep improving.  

RACE 3 

1 MASSIVE MATTER 4-1 

2 BIG CHARLIE MORAN 4-1 

5 CHAKE 4-1 

6 DISTANCE LEARNING 6-1 

MASSIVE MATTER faced tougher in last…BIG CHARLIE MORAN has won here and his recent form is pretty 

good when he stayed flat…CHAKE seems to prefer smaller ovals but fits here if on one of her better 

efforts…DISTANCE LEARNING has been breaking stride so far this year, finally stayed flat in his last 

qualifier with Dunn in the bike.  

RACE 4 

3 WOW LESTER 4-5 

5 HOLD ME CLOSER 4-1 

2 SWAN CAROL 6-1 

8 KARETS 9-1 

WOW LESTER drops back to a level where he’s raced well and this field is particularly weak so the price is 

going to be short.  

 



RACE 5 

7 OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE 4-1 

6 BILBO HANOVER 14-1 

3 SUNSHINE’S FINEST 4-1 

2 DUCKIES DYNASTY 6-1 

OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE raced well against faster the last time he was here…BILBO HANOVER gets a better 

post and could go well at a price…SUNSHINE’S FINEST moves inside and if he turns in an effort like he did 

from post 4 three back, he’ll be tough…DUCKIES DYNASTY ships in off two wins at Rosecroft and he 

handles this track well, 7 wins in 45 career starts.  

RACE 6 

1 QUICK E 2-1 

2 DIAMONDSNPEARLS 2-1 

4 ALEXA’S FANTASY 4-1 

3 ODDS ON HAIL MARY 6-1 

QUICK E didn’t show much in two starts last year but is obviously much improved and well prepped with 

three qualifiers for a top barn…DIAMONDSNPEARLS only won 1 race in 12 starts in her 2yo season but 

kept good company and returns for a hot barn…ALEXA’S FANTASY returns in a hot barn and adds 

lasix…ODDS ON HAIL MARY has prepped well for her 3yo return and is another one that seems to be 

improving.  

RACE 7 

3 NEXTROUNDSONME 8-1 

7 CANTKEEPMIASECRET 4-1 

9 DELICIOUSSTONE DK 4-1 

6 SHINKASEN 4-1 

NEXTROUNDSONME had no shot in last at Yonkers; has a few solid recent efforts at this level here, picks 

up Tetrick and has a chance in a wide open race…CANTKEEPMIASECRET ships in from Yonkers and drops, 

recent form is good…DELICIOUSSTONE DK fits well at this level…SHINKASEN has speed and may be well 

placed here.  

RACE 8 

5 DBLDELITEBRIGADE N** 2-1 

2 LADY ROCKNROLLA A 5-2 

3 DISARONNO HILL 3-1 

4 THE GYPSY QUEEN IR 7-2 

DBLDELITEBRIGADE N picks up Dunn while in good form and has speed to get early position…LADY 

ROCKNROLLA A finished sharply in last and also has good early speed if needed…DISARONNO HILL ships 

in sharp from Yonkers and is a threat here…THE GYPSY QUEEN IR was overmatched in last at Yonkers but 

recent form is improved.  

RACE 9 

2 ALWAYS A PANTHER 2-1 

3 CLAYTONS BETTOR N 2-1 

1 MISTER HAT 7-1 

5 LOVIN MISS DAISY N 12-1 

ALWAYS A PANTHER was used hard leaving from post 10 in last; seems likely to get a much better trip in 

this amateur driver race…CLAYTONS BETTOR N was also used too hard leaving in last…MISTER HAT has 

been finishing with some pace…LOVIN MISS DAISY N picks up Dakota Jackson who has had recent success 

driving for trainer Michael Annunziata in these races.  



RACE 10 

6 BAILEYS ROCK N 2-1 

3 LYONS PEGASUS 2-1 

5 STRAIGHT TALK 6-1 

4 EDDARD HANOVER 6-1 

RACE 11 

3 GIGI HANOVER 4-1 

4 BLONDE BOMBSHELL 2-1 

7 SOUTHWIND CHERRY 4-1 

8 PEMBROKE MONI 8-1 

GIGO HANOVER seems improved for Swanstedt…BLONDE BOMBSHELL is the one to beat if 

ready…SOUTHWIND CHERRY ships in with good form…PEMBROKE MONI had a solid two year old season 

but is hard to gauge off two so-so qualifiers.  

RACE 12 

2 HENDERSON SEELSTER 5-2 

7 WORKOUT GIRL 3-1 

3 NIGHT FLYER K 9-2 

1 GOLDEN CROSS STONE 6-1 

RACE 13 

4 ULTIMATE LONG SHOT 2-1 

7 KATHY’S MOMENT 4-1 

8 TOPVILLE RHONDA 4-1 

2 MIDNIGHT ZEN 6-1 

RACE 14 

3 ON DAYBOO 2-1 

4 FERDINAND A 2-1 

7 SHADOW PHANTASY N 6-1 

5 MARVALOUS ONE 6-1 

BEST BET: DBLDELITEBRIGADE N 8TH Race 

 


